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ABSTRACT 
The MapReduce is an open-source Hadoop framework developed for manipulating distributed large set of data on shared clusters. 

Its main concern is to reduce the completion time of distributed large data sets. Normally, the Hadoop clusters only has predefined 

static slot configuration for entire cluster lifetime ie, predefined number of map slots and reduce slots. However, we know that 

such a fixed slot configuration may give long completion time (makespan) and poor resource allocation for tasks. Our proposed 

method is to adjust slot ratio and allocate resources runtime to mapreduce tasks. The slot ratio is measured between map and 

reduce slots. It calculated remaining workload information of recently finished jobs by MapReduce framework. We deployed the 

presented scheme in Hadoop 1.2.1 and tested them with mapreduce collections at Google analytics. The experimental results show 

the efficient and effectiveness of our technique under both simple and complex workloads.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 Cloud is an emerging technology that gives various storage and compute processes to its users. Mapreduce is 
an open source framework using which users can develop applications to compute large amounts of data in 
distributed on different types of clusters of service provider. It is based on java programming language. The 
mapreduce implementation contains two main functions, namely map and reduce. Map gets a set of data and 
process, and then converts into key/value pairs. Reduce task, which takes he intermediate data key value pair as 
input and process those data tuples into a smaller set of tuples. Hadoop Mapreduce implementation is mostly used 
for writing big data applications. This framework is used by number of cloud service providing companies such 
as Amazon, Hortonworks, Yahoo, Facebook, IBM an so on.  
 A classic Hadoop cluster has three components, namely client, master, and slave. The client is act as 
neighbor master or slave. Its duty is to load the data into Hadoop cluster, submit mapreduce jobs and then retrieve 
the data. The master node consists of three components, namely job tracker, name node, and secondary name 
node. Name node monitors the health of data node and coordinator data. Job tracker coordinates the scheduling 
and parallel processing of data sets. The duty of secondary node is to call name node in particular time interval. 
Slave node is responsible for storing and processing data. Each slave runs both a data node and task tracker 
daemon for execution of mapreduce jobs.  
 We propose dynamic slot configuration, which automatically allocates slots for mapreduce tasks. Our goal is 
to increase name node operation, which means to add responsibility for workload monitoring information, 
automate slot assignment and job scheduling. Also, we want to change the task tracker slot allocation policy to 
dynamically allocate slots. The main concern of this slot assignment, namely dynamic slot assignment, is to 
automatically allocate the slot ratio assignment between map and reduce tasks in a Hadoop cluster. The workload 
collector and slot manager are the two main parts of the new slot assignment mechanism. The workload collector 
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that presents in the job tracker occasionally gathers the finished tasks information and measures remaining job 
workload information. The slot manager component gets the workload information to find and automate the slot 
ratio setting between map and reduce tasks. It adjusts slots in each slave node. The fair scheduler with fair chunk 
scheduling algorithm allocates fair share of resources to chunks. The tasks are further divided into small number 
of chunks. Each chunk gets resources using this fair chunk scheduling algorithm. It allocates resources to the 
tasks based on capacity. 
 The rest of the paper arranged as follows. In section II, we define the motivation of our work with some static 
slot configuration experimental results. In section III, we describe the system model of dynamic slot configuration 
with its algorithms and explanations. In section IV, we formulate the experimental evaluation of the proposed 
schemes. In section V, we explain the related work of this work. In section VI, we conclude.  
 

I. Motivation: 
 Currently, the Hadoop framework has static slot configuration with predefined number of map slots and 
reduce slots on each working node of the entire cluster. We use three simple cases to identify time consumption 
and CPU utilization. In this scenario, six jobs are allocated to cluster with 8 slave nodes and each data node has 8 
available slots. The slot ratio 2:6 is used to process each node. 
 
Case 1:  
 We first allocate six word count jobs to count number of occurrences of words in 5 GB article data set. The 
completion time and CPU utilization of word count jobs are differ from varied slot ratio assignment. Suppose we 
can take 2:6, it provides some makespan based on dataset size. The best makespan ie, shortest makespan is 
achieved by allocating 6 map slots and 2 reduce slots. It is differ based on dataset size. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1: the makespans of jobs under case 1(i.e., word count). 
 
Case 2:  
 In this scenario, we allocate six terasort jobs to process a 5GB Google analytics data. Similar to word count 
jobs, we use seven static slot configurations. We get shorter makespan using 7:1 slot ratio in Hadoop cluster.  
 

 
 

Fig. 2: The makespans of jobs under case 1(i.e., Terasort). 
 
Case 3:  
 In this scenario, we use six grep jobs to scan 5 GB Colleges rating data. Normally, the grep scan line by line 
and individual rating of the college data set. These are all reduce intensive applications so equal number of map 
and reduce slots only gives shorter completion time. 
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Fig. 3: the makespans of jobs under case 1(i.e., Grep). 
   
 In the above three cases, makespan is measured using static slot configuration. When we provide different 
job with different size of data may affect makespan and CPU utilization. 
 

II. System Model: 
 The n number of user’s data is processed on Hadoop Framework. The Hadoop name node has job tracker, 
which has three components workload collector, slot manager, and fair scheduler with fair chunk scheduling. The 
workload collector component collects all the tasks tracker current workload. It updates the remaining workload 
information in periodic time manner. Slot manager component manages number of slots which are busy or idle. It 
suggests allocation of slots to idle slots. The idle slots are always considered for slot allocation. The fair scheduler 
is a default scheduler of allocating equal share of resources to Hadoop jobs. The fair scheduler arranges jobs into 
pools, and splits resources equally between pools. The pools may be dependent or independent. The fair chunk 
scheduling algorithm processing of large files and divides them into small number of chunks and assign task.  
 

 
Fig. 4: Architecture diagram. 
 
A. Workload Collector: 
 Normally, workload information can be fetched from training data sets, profiles, or Hadoop running time 
jobs allocation. Some mapreduce applications, does not provide prior workload information that may be 
inaccurate. In this part, we have a technique that calculates the workload throughout the execution of the job.  

 
 
 We use RWm and RWr to represent remaining workload of map or reduce phase. Normally, the workload is 
estimated as product of the average execution time and number of tasks to be remaining. In algorithm 1, where 
UFm(i)/UFr(i) is the number of unfinished map/reduce tasks of job ji, and ETm(i)/ETr(i) defines the execution 
time of completed map/reduce tasks from job ji. 
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B. Slot Manager: 
 The slot manager works on n number of clusters each cluster’s job tracker configured with slot manager 
component. It manages total number of slots that are connected to slave nodes. It duty is to find idle/busy slots in 
the slave node. The slots may be map slot or reduce slot. It checks number of idle slots available in inter cluster 
and intra cluster then update slots availability information to job scheduler. Busy slots workloads are identified 
for reducing overhead of particular heavy load map or reduce slots.  
 The process of slot manager algorithm is shown in algorithm 2. It first calculates total number of clusters for 
application.  

 
 We use C to represent total number of clusters. In algorithm 2, where RTm(k)/RTr(k) is the number of 
running tasks of node k, and Ms(k)/Rs(k) is the map/reduce slots of node k in cluster.  
 
C. Fair scheduler: 
 Fair scheduling is a default scheduling method of allocating resources to jobs. It assigns fair share of 
resources to all jobs. Each job receives same size of CPU time. It sometimes works with job priority. It follows 
pool based job allocation scheme. The pools are allocated for all individual users. Each user receives an equal 
share of resources based on cluster capacity. The fair chunk scheduling algorithm works with tasks. Each job is 
divided into small number of tasks. The fair scheduler restricts the number of parallel jobs for user and pool. The 
guaranteed minimum shares allocation method is useful for allocating sufficient resources to users and groups. 

 
 In algorithm 3, where Q is the total number of queues and C is the computational capacity of the processor. 
The N number of tasks with capacity Cj is allocated to the M processor in a node. It checks the queue size is less 
than ratio between tasks and processor then task will assign to node. 
 
Experimental results: 
Implementation: 
 We implemented our dynamic slot configuration on the Hadoop version 1.2.1. The job tracker with two 
components will then allocate tasks to a data node depend on slot ratio and status of slot at that slave node. In 
extension, we changed the task tracker functionality to identify number of individual map and reduce tasks slot 
ratio configuration. 
Benchmarks: 
 We select three representative data jobs in Hadoop benchmarks from PUMA benchmarks. 
• Word count: get text documents as input and print number of occurrences of each word 
• TeraSort: get TeraGen data as input and sort the data into predefined clusters 
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• Grep: get text documents as input and find for a particular pattern in the document. 
 We here measure a set of performance evaluation such that in each experimental 6 Hadoop jobs from one of 
the 3 benchmarks described from above. There are six Hadoop jobs get the same data as input. Moreover, as the 
evaluation, we manipulate the performance of map and reduce using static slot ratio from all the data nodes 
usually have the identical slot ratio in earlier Hadoop implementation with our dynamic setting in the evaluation. 
There are eight slots i.e., 1:7, 2:6, 3:5, 4:4, 5:3, 6:2, 7:1 for a Hadoop cluster. The fig 5 shows the makespans of 
three jobs under static slot configuration and dynamic allocation. 
 

 
 
Fig. 5: Hadoop dynamic slot configuration for word count, grep, terasort jobs. 
 
Performance evaluation: 
  

 
Fig. 6: Single MapReduce job. 
 
 The above performance chart shows the performance evaluation of single Hadoop mapreduce job for word 
count, Terasort, and grep job.  
 

 
 
Fig. 7: Multiple jobs. 
 
 The above diagram depicts the performance improvement using multiple jobs with different workloads. 

 
III.  Related work: 

 There is large number of research work on the performance optimization for Hadoop mapreduce 
framework.  
 Polo et al. [2] measured the map and reduce task completion time at runtime and renew it every single task 
completion during mapreduce task execution. Task scheduling policy was depending on the job priority 
assigned by scheduler. Priority was measured based on the parallel allocation of tasks. This task scheduler is 
dynamic and pre-emptive. It takes much time for allocating resources to low priority jobs. J. Wolf et al. [3] 
implemented FLEX scheme using default Hadoop fair scheduler. A primary idea is to measure scheduling 
metrics, response time, stretch, Service Level Agreement, and makespan. They calculated penalty function for 
calculation of each job completion time, epoch scheduling for task partitioning time, moldable scheduling for 
concurrent job execution, and malleable scheduling for different periodic parallelization.  
 J. Dean et al. 2008 [1] proposed MapReduce programming model. The MapReduce model works actions 
using the map and reduces functions. Map function gathers input from user files and profiles. It provides 
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intermediate key/value pair for next level reducing function. It further measures intermediate key/value pairs 
and give output key/value pairs. At an entry level, MapReduce programming model gave the best data 
processing results. Currently, it wants to process the large amount of data. So it presents some drawbacks while 
computing and producing large data sets. It needs much processing time for task initialization, task organization, 
and task scheduling. Concurrent data processing may provide to insufficient task execution. Verma et al. [5] 
used deadline aware scheduler, called Service Level Objective (SLO) scheduler. The SLO scheduler gets 
decisions of job organizing and allocation of slots. This scheduler’s main work is to increase the utility function 
by manipulating the Earliest Deadline First algorithms. It calculates how many numbers of slots needed for 
scheduling the jobs dynamically based on job deadline.  
 B. Sharma et al. [7] used a local resource manager for the task tracker and a global resource manager for the 
job tracker. A global resource manager work is to control each MapReduce task. It measures resource needs and 
allocation of resource for each task. A local resource manager’s function is to find each task. It checks resource 
usage and completion time of the task. It works with identifying bottlenecks with resources and resource 
conflict. Apache Hadoop implemented next generation MapReduce, called Yet Another Resource Negotiator 
(YARN) [8]. It modifies MRv1 fixed slot configuration. YARN works with CPU processing cores and memory 
slot requirements. It splits the job tracker into two components; they are resource managements and job 
scheduling. MapReduce tasks assignment is based on CPU cores and memory requirement of each task. YARN 
users simply update their MRv1 by installing mrv2 compatibility API and recompile the MRv1 application.  
 J. Wang et al. [9] implemented fair slot allocation for runtime slot allocation to particular tasks. They 
proposed Fair and Efficient Slot Configuration and Scheduling for Hadoop Clusters (FRESH) for slot 
configuration with static and dynamically. In the static slot configuration, slots are allocated by manual 
configuration. It calculates workload using deduct workload function. This function updates information about 
the current workloads of running and finished jobs in the entire cluster. The fair scheduler was implemented to 
measure fairness property. In the dynamic slot assignment, slots are assigned to mapreduce tasks at runtime. It 
deployed Johnson indices method to present the fairness property. 
  S. Tang et al. [11] developed three methods to upgrade MapReduce performance. They splited slot 
utilization into two types of slots. They were busy slot and idle slot. The main idea is to improve the number of 
the busy slots and reduce number of idle slots. Dynamic Hadoop Slot Allocation measures idle map and reduce 
slots. DHSA assigned the task to the unassigned map slots for heavy load reduce slots. Speculative Execution 
Performance Balancing gives performance increase for a group of jobs. It provides the maximum priority to 
unfinished tasks and next maximum level priority to waiting tasks. The slot prescheduling increases the 
performance of slots with data locality without any degratation effects on fairness property.  
 A.U. Patil et al. [13] proposed scheduling algorithms in the hadoop MapReduce platform. They discussed 
about scheduling policies and different schedulers. The default FIFO scheduler works the First in First Out 
queue for allocates the job. A single job is split into a small number of chunks called tasks. The FIFO queue 
assigns tasks to idle slots in the task tracker. The fair scheduler gives the equal share of resources to cluster 
groups. Capacity scheduler measures the number of users sharing common resources and manipulates equal 
resource allocation of resources to groups and users. The main idea is to increase the throughput and CPU 
utilization of entire cluster. Scheduling policies define resource aware, constraint, delay scheduling, the Longest 
Approximation Time to End, and Fair4s scheduling. Z. Liu discussed [14] skew problem in partition. Data 
skewness presents the trouble in execution time for smaller and larger tasks. Generally this can be increased 
while partitions are non-uniformly shared by the hash function. They implemented a new method called 
Dynamic Resource Allocation for MapReduce with Data Skew (DREAMS). It calculates partition size and 
measures reduce task performance property like CPU and memory requirements. Reduce phase performance 
model also finds the link between partition volume and task running time. After completion of reduce task 
performance measurement, DREAMS assigns resources to individual tasks.  
 Y. Yao et al. [15] implemented Tunable knob for reducing the Makespan of MapReduce (TUMM) for 
dynamic slot configuration. They increased the job tracker functionality by improving new components. Main 
modules are workload monitor and slot assigner. The workload monitor gathers information about unfinished 
and finished workloads. The slot assigner identifies the free slot for allocating slots to MapReduce tasks 
dynamically in the task tracker. They proposed FIFO schedulers for slot configuration in both static and 
dynamic methods. They also implemented slot configuration for two types of clusters. They are homogeneous 
and heterogeneous clusters. Authors measured histogram rating, terasort, inverted index, work count, and grep 
jobs for experimental results. 
  
Conclusion:  
 In this work, we developed a slot management scheme to enable dynamic slot configuration in hadoop 
mapreduce framework. The main goal of dynamic slot configuration is to increase CPU utilization and decrease 
the completion time (MakeSpan) of mapreduce jobs. To get this objective, the implemented method provides two 
main modules: workload collector systematically gathers the information of finished and unfinished workload 
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information of map and reduces tasks and slot manager assign the slots dynamically to map and reduce tasks. The 
fair scheduler allocates equal share of resources to tasks. In the future, we will further review the optimal slot 
configuration with resource manager component in hadoop YARN environment. 
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